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In its hearing on May 4, 2005, the PAPO Board instructed the palties to submit 

ineinoranda on several specific issues. The Board's instructions were clarified in its 

Memorandum and Order of May 11,2005. Those issues are briefed below by the State of 

Nevada, in the order that they were addressed in the Board's May 1 1 Order. 

1. APPENDICES A, B, AND C 

Nevada coinmends the Board for developing Appendices A, B, and C, which appear to 

have thoughtfully and faithfully stated applicable legal requirements for assertion of the 

attomey/client, attorney work product, and deliberative process privileges. 

A. Appendix A 

Nevada has no suggested changes or additional briefing with respect to Appendix A. 

B. Appendix B 

It is clear froin prior subinissions of the pai-ties and froin their comments at the PAPO 

Board at the May 4 hearing that there is general agreement on the basic preinise that 

Documentary Material prepared "in anticipation of litigation" may be privileged. In addition, 



there was general agreement with respect to an exception, or at least a caveat, to the applicability 

of that general rule, as stated by NRC counsel at the hearing: "but materials prepared in the 

ordinary course of business or pursuant to regulatory requirements or for other non-litigation 

purposes would not be covered." Tr. 86. 

An excellent annotated analysis of the general rule and the noted exception (which is 

critical in this case, as it applies to the vast majority of all DOE documents regarding Yucca 

Mountain generated over the last 20 years) is set out in US. v. Adlman, 134 F.3d 1194, 1202 (2d 

Cir. 1998): 

The formulation of the work-product rule used by the Wright & Miller treatise, 
and cited by the Third, Fourth, Seventh, Eighth and D.C. Circuits, is that 
documents should be deemed prepared "in anticipation of litigation," and thus 
within the scope of the Rule, if "in light of the nature of the document and the 
factual situation in the particular case, the document can fairly be said to have 
been prepared or obtained because of the prospect of litigation." Charles Alan 
Wright, Arthur R. Miller, and Richard L. Marcus, 8 FEDERAL PRACTICE & 
PROCEDURE 5 2024, at 343 (1994) (emphasis added). See In re Grand Jury 
Proceedings, 604 F.2d 798, 803 (3d Cir. 1979); National Union Fire Ins. Co. v. 
Murray Sheet Metal Co., Inc., 967 F.2d 980, 984 (4th Cir. 1992); Binlis Mfg. Co. 
v. National Presto Indus., Inc., 709 F.2d 1 109, 1 1 18-1 9 (7th Cir. 1983); Simon v. 
G.D. Searle & Co., 816 F.2d 397,401 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 484 U.S. 91 7, 108 
S. Ct. 268, 98 L. Ed. 2d 225 (1 987); Senate ofPuerto Rico v. United States Dep't 
ofJustice, 823 F.2d 574, 586 n. 42 (D.C. Cir. 1987). 

Conversely, it should be emphasized that the "because o f '  fomulation that we 
adopt here withholds protection from documents that are prepared in the ordinary 
course of business or that would have been created in essentially similar fosm 
irrespective of the litigation. It is well established that work-product privilege 
does not apply to such documents. See FED. R. CIV. P. 26(b)(3), Advisory 
Committee's note ("Materials assembled in the ordinary course of business ... are 
not under the qualified immunity provided by this subdivision."); see, e.g., 
National Union Fire, 967 F.2d at 984. Even if such documents might also help in 
preparation for litigation, they do not qualify for protection because it could not 
fairly be said that they were created "because of '  actual or impending litigation. 
See WRIGHT & MILLER 5 2024, at 346 ("even though litigation is already in 
prospect, there is no work-product immunity for documents prepared in the 
regular course of business rather than for purposes of the litigation"). 



Cases mandating the same result include US. v. Frederick, 182 F.3d 496, 501 (7th Cis. 1999) (a 

document prepared for use in prepasing tax returns and for use in litigation is not privileged, 

despite its dual purpose); Natta v. Hogan, 392 F.2d 686, 693 (1 0th Cis. 1968) (in patent 

litigation, party had duty to disclose facts relating to the possible equities of the patent 

application, and could not "hide behind the work product doctrine the research, tests, and 

experiments which are pertinent to the patent application"). 

Perhaps the case most on point for this proceeding, dealing with documents prepared in 

accordance with NRC regulatory requirements, is Comnzonwealtlz Edison Co. (Braidwood 

Nuclear Power Station, Units I and 2), LBP-86-7,23 NRC 177, 179 (1 986). The issues there 

were various quality assurance and cossective action reports. The applicant sought to assert 

work-product privilege on two sounds: that the documents were prepared in anticipation of 

litigation, and that attorneys had played a substantial role in their preparation. The ASLB 

rejected the applicant's argument, holding: 

. . . [Tlhese proganls and reports were assumed by Applicant under its obligations 
to NRC Staff and the Coinmission's regulations. That the drafts may have been 
prepared with an eye towards litigation and by Applicant's attorneys, rather than 
its technical staff and consultants, should be of snore interest to NRC's technical 
staff than to the Licensing Board. The input of counsel to documents required 
under the regulatory process and otherwise discoverable cannot immunize these 
documents from discovery. Counsel in this case were assisting in a management 
function that is outside the scope of both attorney-client and work product 
privilege. 

Id. Applying those principles to this proceeding, DOE's characterization of its draft License 

Application ("LA") as litigation work product is instructive as a vehicle to expose DOE's 

untenable misinterpretation of the meaning of "anticipation of litigation," and it illustrates that 

further guidance (including further articulation of the predicate for assertion of work-product 



privilege in the Board's Appendix B) is critical to prevent abuse of that privilege and endless 

disputes being brought before the Board. 

With respect to the draft LA, Judge Karlin suggested, "I don't think it is being prepared 

for the adjudicatory process .... It's required in the nomal regulatory process. It's got nothing to 

do with an administrative hearing or litigation. You've got to file an application. So in the 

ordinary course, that document is prepared because of the nomal process for getting a license, 

not because of a hearing." Tr. 89-90. Nonetheless, DOE counsel defended DOE's withholding 

of the docui~~ent and insisted on its characterization as litigation work product, arguing "it is not 

being prepared for some independent regulatory reason." Tr. 90 (emphasis added). 

DOE's position is patently wrong. Regulations adopted by the NRC solely in connection 

with the potential licensing of the candidate Yucca repository dispositively set out "some 

independent regulatory reason" for DOE's preparation of an LA. In 10 C.F.R. 5 63.1, NRC 

provides: 

This past prescribes rules governing the licensing (including issuance of a 
construction authorization) of the U.S. Department of Energy to receive and 
possess source, special nuclear, and byproduct inatesial at a geologic repository 
operations area sited, constructed, or operated at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, in 
accordance with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended, and the 
Energy Policy Act of 1992. 

Making even clearer the prerequisite nature of DOE's LA, the regulation inandates that: 

(a) DOE may not receive nor possess source, special nuclear, or byproduct 
material at a geologic repository operations area at the Yucca Mountain site 
except as authorized by a license issued by the Colninission under this past. 

(b) DOE may not begin constsuction of a geologic repository operations area at 
the Yucca Mountain site unless it has filed an application with the Colninission 
and has obtained constsuction authorization as provided in this past. Failure to 
comply with this requirement is grounds for denial of a license. 



10 C.F.R. fj 63.3 (emphasis added). In Section 63.21, NRC's regulations set out 24 separate 

paragraphs over numerous pages specifically detailing the information which must be included in 

DOE's LA and adding that it must be accompanied by an Environi~iental Impact Statement 

prepared in accordance with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended. Finally, NRC 

mandates, at Section 63.22(a): 

An application for a construction authorization for a high-level radioactive waste 
repository at a geologic repository operations area at Yucca Mountain, and an 
application for a license to receive and possess source, special nuclear, or 
byproduct material at a geologic repository operations area at the Yucca Mountain 
site that has been characterized, any amendments to the application, and an 
accoinpanying enviromnental impact statement and any supplements, must be 
signed by the Secretary of Energy or the Secretary's authorized representative and 
must be filed with the Director in triplicate on paper and optical storage media. 

The broad scope and ominous implications of DOE's mischaracterization of its draft LA 

as litigation work product is further aggravated by DOE's refusal to provide to Nevada the key 

documents underlying the LA - a refusal it did not acknowledge at the May 4 hearing. Thus, 

DOE counsel sought to trivialize the LA, calling it (Tr. 89) "a derivative document that sort of 

provides a roll-up description of the underlying science" and reciting (Tr. 92), "1 would say the 

technical nuts and bolts they're going to review are the infomation that's cited and relied on in 

the license application. And we're not clainziag litigation wo14t-product on that" (emphasis 

added). However, as illustrated by DOE counsel's January 12,2005 correspondence to Nevada 

(attached as Exhibit No. I), Nevada had requested not only DOE's draft LA, but also the critical 

underlying Total System Performance Assessment ("TSPA") calculations and other documents 

associated therewith, all of which were refiised by DOE on grounds, inter alia, of the litigation 

work product privilege. 



This skirmish regarding access to DOE'S draft LA and supposting materials is perhaps a 

forerunner of literally thousands1 of improper invocations of work-product privilege that will 

ensue unless the Board amends the criteria in its Appendix B to make it clear that all 

Documentary Materials created by DOE to meet NRC regulatory requirements (including all 

scientific and engineering analyses, correspondence associated therewith, emails discussing such 

analyses, etc.) developed in the effort to meet the licensing requirements set out in 10 C.F.R. 63 

or to produce the FEIS that will accompany DOE's license application are excluded fi-om any 

assestion of litigation work-product privilege. Put in other terms, a "but for" test should be 

applied, under which only those documents that would not ordinarily have been created in the 

effort to comply with 10 C.F.R. 63, and which would not exist "but for" the anticipated 

litigation, would be eligible for this privilege. 

A related issue is that of the identity and role under the LSN regulations of "circulated 

drafts." 10 C.F.R. 2.1003(a)(l) provides that "all Documentary Material" which must be made 

available in electronic form on the LSN specifically includes circulated drafts. Section 2.1001 

defines "circulated draft" as 

a nonfinal document circulated for supervisory co~~currence or signature in which 
the original author or others in the concussence process have non-concurred. A 
"circulated draft" meeting the above criterion includes a draft of a document that 
eventually becomes a final document, and a draft of a document that does not 
become a final document due to either a decision not to finalize the document or 
the passage of a substantial period of time in which no action has been taken on 
the document. 

While circulated drafts and final documents are part of the Documentary Material 

required to be certified on the LSN, preliminary draft documents need not be. DOE counsel 

I A recent Nevada search on DOE's LSN document collection under the term "seismic analysis" resulted 
in the identification of hundreds of "hits," all of them bearing purely scientific-sounding document titles; 
however, an attempt to review them was futile, since 83 of the first 150 "hits" turned out to be in "header- 
only" fom,  with the access field on the header marked "PRI," with no full-text document available. 



mentioned this fact at the May 4 hearing, but appropriately stopped short of contending that 

DOE's draft LA was merely a preliminary draft. Such a suggestion could not credibly be made. 

The draft LA was circulated to the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board, presumably pursuant 

to its request under Section 504(b)(l) of the NWPA, 42 U.S.C. $10264, which allows the TRB 

access to "drafts" of "final work products." As illustrated by DOE's contract with its M&O 

contractor (excerpt attached as Exhibit No. 2), the sub~nission of the draft LA by BechtelISAIC 

to its federal customer by July 26,2004 (which it is believed was successfully accomplished) 

would, under the contract, have apparently earned that contractor a bonus of over $1 1 million. 

This was scarcely a "preliminary" draft. The contract goes into great detail articulating what the 

draft LA must possess: 

The draft LA inust satisfy the following attributes: the draft inust address all 
applicable requirements of 10 C.F.R. 63 and the NUREG-1 804 Rev. 2 [NRC's 
License Application Review Plan, a list of requirements comprising some 400 
pages]; it must have all technical team reviews, as defined in the DOE License 
Application Management Plan, completed; and all DOE mandatory comments and 
applicable technical direction letters inust be resolved. 

The draft LA took DOE years to complete, and it obviously contains a very substantial 

majority of what Nevada's team of expert consultants will need to dissect and analyze as part of 

Nevada's preparation for the licensing proceeding. It is also the key document to assess whether 

the claims DOE is now making to EPA - that long-range uncertainty in performance modeling 

for Yucca is so great that EPA's 15 millirein radiation dose standard cannot be extended out to 

peak dose - are credible or a mere subterfuge for obtaining a new dose standard that Yucca can 

meet. If ever there was a "circulated draft," this is surely it. 

C .  Appendix C 

Nevada believes the deliberative process privilege will not be available to protect the vast 

majority of DOE documentary material. Based on currently available information, Nevada plans 



to challenge DOE's fitness to be a licensee and, as a part of this contention, will challenge DOE's 

internal safety decision process on the grounds, inter alia, that it elevates schedule and cost 

concerns over safety and encourages the withholding of known and important safety 

concesns from the NRC. Since DOE's own safety decision process and its unlawful intention to 

advance the licensing of Yucca Mountain regardless of known concerns about safety and 

compliance will be the subject of litigation, the deliberative process privilege cannot be used to 

shield DOE's safety decision process from scrutiny. In re Subpoerza Duces Tecum Served on the 

Ofice o f  the Comptroller of the Currency, 145 F.3d 1422 (D.C. Cis. 1998). Specifically, the 

deliberative process privilege should not be available to shield DOE's (and its contractors') 

decision processes related to preparation of the application and underlying analyses (e.g., AMRs, 

KT1 submittals, draft LA chapters, etc.) or related to what should be co~nmunicated to NRC. 

In any event, although Nevada agrees generally with the Board's specifications in 

Appendix C, we believe the privilege header for any document withheld on the basis of the 

deliberative process privilege should include the name(s) of the relevant decision-maker(s) who 

did or would have (if the decision was not made) made the decision for which the deliberativc 

process privilege is being asserted. It should also identify the relative positions in the agency's 

chain of command occupied by the document's author and recipient. This is especially the case 

since DOE and NRC Staff have each proposed simply to designate one individual to assert the 

privilege across their entire suites of deliberative process documents, no matter what the subject 

matter or time period. 

The law and logic governing who is entitled to claim the deliberative process privilege is 

well-established, resting on the foundational proposition that a claim of this privilege is 

"dependent upon the individual document and the role it plays in the administrative process." 



Senate of Puerto Xico v. U S .  Dept. o f  Justice, 823 F2d. 574, 586 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (quoting 

Coastal States Gas Corp. v. DOE, 617 F.2d 854, 867 (D.C. Cir. 1980)). Thus, the claim of 

privilege must "pinpoint an agency decision or policy to which the document contributed." Id. 

See also Wilderness Society v. US.  Dept. oflizterior, 344 F.  Supp.2d 1, 1 2 (D.D.C. 2004). 

Related to that focus are "two factors that can assist the court in determining whether this 

privilege is available: the 'nature of the decisionmaking authority vested in the officer or person 

issuing the disputed document,' . . . and the relative positions in the agency's 'chain of 

con~nand' occupied by the document's author and recipient." Puerto Xico, 823 F.2d at 586 

(internal citations omitted). "[Bluilt into the requirements [for such individualized consideration 

of a document claimed to be privileged] is the need for 'actual personal consideration ' by tlze 

assertilzg official." Landry v. FDIC, 204 F.3d 1 125, 1 135 (D.C. Cir. 2000) (emphasis added). 

Thus, Nevada proposes adding a No. 7 to Appendix C, requiring designation of the actual 

decision maker(s) in the deliberative process, and a No. 8, requiring designation of the place in 

the chain of co~nrnand of the author of the document and its recipients. 

2. CONFIDENTIAL CLIENT DISCUSSIONS -GARDING LEGAL ADVICE 

DOE has argued that it is entitled to claim as privileged documents evidencing the 

transmission by a non-attorney to a non-attorney of an attorney's legal advice for the purpose of 

implementing such advice. Though a qualified privilege along these lines is recognized in the 

law, it is subject to several constraining features. Nevada seeks to assure that, if such a privilege 

is recognized by the Board for Yucca documentary material, it be applied pursuant to the ground 

rules for assertion that have been recognized by the courts. 

Though "[tlhe attorney-client privilege is the oldest of the privileges for confidential 

conllnunications known to the coinmon law," Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 389 



(1 98 I), there are special challenges in applying the privilege in the context of the "artificial 

creature" of a modem corporate entity.2 Id. at 389-90. Specifically, the Supreme Court has 

reco~mized that the purpose of the privilege "is to encourage full and frank colnlnunication 

between attorneys and their clients and thereby promote broadcr public interests in the 

observance of law and administration of justice." Id. at 389. To achieve that puspose in the 

cosporate context, the privilege must ensure that "full and fi-ank legal advice [can be conveyed] 

to the employees who will put into effect the client corporation's policy." Id. at 392. That is, 

"(a)fter the lawyer forn~s his or her opinion, it is of no inimediate benefit to the Chairman of the 

Board or the President. It must be given to the corporate personnel who will apply it." Id. 

(quoting Duplan Corp. v. Deering Milliken, Inc., 397 F.Supp. 1 146, 1 164 (D.S.C. 1974)). 

Accordingly, it is well-recognized that "[c]orporations may communicate privileged 

infomation at various levels without waiving the attomey-client privilege." Suntrade, Ltd. v. 

GeneralElectric Co., 150 F.R.D. 539,545 (E.D.N.C. 1993). See also Bank Brussels Lambert v. 

Credit Lyonnais (Suisse) S.A., 160 F.R.D. 437,442 (S.D.N.Y. 1995) (The attorney-client 

"privilege protects from disclosure communications among corporate employees that reflect 

advice rendered by counsel to the corporation."); 24 CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT & ARTHUR R. 

MILLER, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE 5 5954 (2005) ("The courts have allowed the 

privilege to be claimed when corporate officials discuss the lawyer's advice among tl~emselves, 

on the theory that such advice would reveal confidential colnlnunications of the corporation."). 

Certainly, to qualify for the attomey-client privilege such colnlnunications must meet the 

traditional standard for the privilege: 

* This memorandum speaks of the "corporate entity," but the law applies equally in context to a 
governmental agency. See, e.g., Tax Analysts v. Intevnal Revenue Service, 117 F.3d 607,618 (D.C. Cir. 
1997); Evans v. Atwoocl, 177 F.R.D. 1 , 3  (D.D.C. 1997). 



The privilege applies only if (1) the asserted holder of the privilege is or sought to 
become a client; (2) the person to whom the co~nrnunication was made (a) is a 
member of the bar of a court, or his subordinate and (b) in connection with this 
co~ninunication is acting as a lawyer; (3) the communication relates to a fact of 
which the attorney was informed (a) by his client (b) without the presence of 
strangers (c) for the purpose of securing primarily either (i) an opinion on law or 
(ii) legal services or (iii) assistance in some legal proceeding, and not (d) for the 
purpose of committing a crime or tort; and (4) the privilege has been (a) claimed 
and (b) not waived by the client. 

Banlt Brussels Lambert, 160 F.R.D. at 441 (quoting United States v. United Shoe Maclzirzery 

Coip., 89 F .  Supp. 357,358-59 (D. Mass. 1950)). See also Santrade, 150 F.R.D. at 542; 

McCoolt Metals L.L.C. v. Alcoa, Inc., 192 F.R.D. 242,251 (N.D. 111. 2000); 8 JOHN HENRY 

WIGMORE, EVIDENCE 5 2292 (McNaughton rev. 1961). 

Most commonly the attorney-client privilege applies to intra-corporate com~nunications 

involving non-lawyers in two contexts. First, documents "transmitted between non-attorneys to 

relay information requested by attorneys" are protected by the privilege. Santrade, 150 F.R.D. at 

545. See also Adams v. Gateway, Inc., 2003 WL 23787856, at * l l  (D. Utah 2003); Cuno, Inc. v. 

Pall COIF., 121 F.R.D. 198,202-03 (E.D.N.Y. 1988). Second, the privilege protects documents 

"transmitted between non-attorneys (especially individuals involved in corporate decision- 

making) so that the corporation may be properly informed of legal advice and act appropriately." 

Santrade, 150 F.R.D. at 545. See also Adams, at "1 1 n. 68; Eutectic Corp. v. Metco, hzc., 61 

F.R.D. 35,38 (E.D.N.Y.). 

The practical application of the attorney-client privilege tends to focus on two inquiries 

reflecting these two contexts. First, on the face of the document "it must be 'apparent that the 

colnlnunication from one employee to another was for the purpose of the second employee 

transmitting the information to counsel for advice' or the document itself must 'reflect the 

requests and directions of counsel."' Adam,  at * 1 1 



Second, and perhaps most importantly as a practical matter, 

the person to whom an executive relays legal advice must "share [ ] responsibility 
for the subject matter underlying the consultation" in order for the privilege to be 
preserved. . . . Furthemore, the originator of the coin~nunication  nus st have 
intended that it be kept confidential, and it may not be circulated beyond those 
employees with a need to know the infonnation. 

Verschoth v. Tinze Warner, Inc., 2001 W L  286763, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. 2001) (internal citation 

omitted). See also Upjohrz, 449 U.S. at 394 (privileged "com~nunications concerned matters 

within the scope of the employees' corporate duties"); Fedeml Trade Comn 'n V .  

GlaxoSmitlzKline, 294 F.3d 141, 147 (D.C. Cis. 2002) ("The applicable standard is . . . whcther 

"the documents were distributed on a 'need to know' basis or to employees that were 'authorized 

to speak or act' for the company."). 

Thus, interoffice memoranda were held to be privileged because they constituted 

"documents between business personnel responsible for a project that outlines a situation and 

requests or relays both legal and business advice from the addressee and those on the circulation 

list, which includes both legal and non-legal personnel." McCook Metals, 192 F.R.D. at 254. 

These illemoranda effectively served to "updat[e] the business people responsible for the 

operating unit." Id. See also Eutectic COIF., 61 F.R.D. at 38 (interdepartmental ~neinoranda held 

to be privileged). Reflecting more contemporary forms of communication, in Long v. Anderson 

U~ziversity, 204 F.R.D. 129, 134 (S.D. Ind. 2001), an email sent from one non-lawyer to another 

that related a conversation with "legal counsel and his legal advice" was held to be privileged. 

In sum, Nevada believes that while DOE may claim this particular privilege in certain 

limited contexts, it should have to do so pursuant to the ground rules discussed above, and its 

header infol~nation for a document so claimed as privileged should have to itemize each of the 

specific criteria recognized in the law as prerequisites for its assertion. 



As counsel for Nevada stated at the May 4 hearing, Nevada does not presently anticipate 

asserting the deliberative process privilege on any of its documents. However, if Nevada does 

assert this privilege, the persons authorized for the State to make such assertions are 

Mr. Robert R. Loux 
Executive Director 
Agency for Nuclear Projects 
State of Nevada 

Marta A. Adam,  Esq. 
Senior Deputy Attorney General, Civil Division 
State of Nevada 

Neither DOE nor NRC Staff objects to the designation of these two individuals. 

In discussions with NRC Staff and DOE over the past week, Nevada has learned that 

NRC plans simply to name a "title position" instead of a specific individual, and that DOE 

proposes to name a single individual, Mr. Ronald A. Milner, who is purported to be qualified to 

assert the privilege for DOE for all purposes, all times, and all subject matters. 

Nevada believes NRC should designate an individual, so that a particular person's 

qualifications to assert the privilege can be assessed. As noted above and in earlier briefing on 

the deliberative process privilege, the law specifically conte~nplates designation of an individual, 

not an empty suit. 

Nevada does not object in principle to the designation by DOE of Mr. Millner, provided 

that sufficient information is made available in the header for each document so that Nevada can 

make a reasonable determination as to whether to challenge designation of the underlying 

document as privileged. This would include, in addition to those items listed in the Board's 

Appendix C, a number 7, requiring designation of the ultimate decision maker in the deliberative 



process, and a number 8, requiring designation of the place in the chain of command of the 

author of the document and the recipients. 

4. DOE's EMPLOYEE CONCERNS FILES 

A. Introduction 

Nearly a year ago, the DOE urged the PAP0 Board that it should not be required to 

disclose millions of internal archival Yucca Mountain project einails that it argued would contain 

little or nothing relevant to the licensing proceeding. Because of this Board's August 3 1,2004 

order, DOE's concealment effort was unsuccessful, and the American public has recently been 

treated to a diet of scandalous internal email revelations3 that have spawned criminal inquiries4 

and now appear to threaten the very viability of the project. 

This time around, DOE argues that it should not be compelled to disclose a cache of other 

documents which, Nevada believes, promise to document serious deficiencies in DOE's effort to 

site and license a nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain. In support of its position now, 

DOE inaccurately argues that employees who bring forward their concerns about health and 

safety matters are given "guarantees" of confidentiality (51412005 Hearing Tr. p. 1 10) and that 

Employee Concerns Program ("ECP") records are "sacrosanct" (Tr. 127). DOE's sudden 

concern for its whistle-blowing employees will undoubtedly come as a surprise to many of them. 

Indeed, Nevada is likely far more interested than DOE in protecting the individuals who 

were conscientious enough to report health and safety concerns, as well as to avoid any "chilling 

E.g., (1) "There should be no question that this site leaks like a sieve;" (2) "This is as good as it's going 
to get. If they need more proof, I'll be happy to make up more stuff;" and (3) "I know you are trying to 
dodge the geologic disposal problem, and steering clear of fatal flaw type concerns. But the simple fact is 
that the only purpose of the natural system now is to provide a benign environment for the engineering." 
See I~~@://wvvw.state. m). u.~/nuc1vu~vte/news2005/r~~f;iyn1clzr01zOI .& 



effect" disclosure of their files may have on future reposting of similar concerns. To the limited 

extent Nevada has been made aware of whistleblower concerns at Yucca, those concerns have 

tended to echo the concerns long expressed by the State. Thus, Nevada is amenable to limited 

safeguards on the production of ECP documents, such as the redaction of the names or other 

identifying information which would expose a concerned employee who wished to maintain his 

or her confidentiality, recognizing that some individuals do not desire such confidentiality. With 

that caveat, Nevada's position is that there is no privilege or other justification authorizing the 

denial by DOE of access to ECP files in their entirety. 

B. Employee Concerns Files are Not LegalIv Privileged 

According to DOE counsel at the May 5 hearing, DOE's documentary material 

apparently includes about five thousand ECP documents. Nevada has been unable to locate any 

legal privilege accorded to these employee concerns files which would weigh against their 

disclosure, either in whole or in part. The employee concerns files in question are, by definition, 

"Documentary Material," acknowledged as such by DOE and accordingly captured within the 

mandate of 10 C.F.R. Section 2.1003(a) to be included along with "all Documentary Material" 

on the LSN. Under any conceivable analysis, information regarding health and safety concerns 

at YUCCA is either admissible evidence in the licensing proceeding, or clearly calculated to lead 

to the discovery of admissible evidence. Apart from the individual deficiencies encapsulated 

within specific employee concerns reports, the potential generic mishandling of the entire 

program by DOE is also a relevant inquiry in the context of DOE's character and competence to 

receive a license to construct and operate the repository.5 

Counsel for Nevada have already uncovered two examples of DOE'S handling of employee concerns 
which suggest that DOE's entire concerns program may in fact be corrupt. 



An employee concerns program is one component of a desirable "Safety Conscious Work 

Environment," or "SCWE." It is a progain whereby an employee of an applicant, licensee, or 

contractor may report safety concerns to his or her einployer outside of nonnal management 

channels. See "Proposed Generic Communication: Establishing and Maintaining a Safety 

Conscious Work Environment," 69 Fed. Reg. 61 049, October 14, 2004 ["Draft Guidance"] and 

"Policy Statement for Nuclear Employees Raising Safety Concesns Without Fear of Retaliation," 

In the first, James Mattimoe, a Yucca employee of DOE contractor Navarso Research, filed a complaint 
in February 2002 asserting he had been terminated due to his protected activities as a quality assurance 
program manager at Yucca. A Sept. 13, 2002 Department of Labor report (attached as Exhibit No. 3) 
found that Mattimoe had reported "significant deficiencies, related to the overall intcgritylsafety of tlie 
Yucca Mountain project at the time that the U.S. Congress was to consider whether or not to recommend 
that the site be designated to manage and store nuclear waste products." The repost found that Navarso 
was informed by Yucca Program director Lake Barrett that Mattin~oe "should be removed from his duties 
as the Project Manager for the RespondentJCompany at the Yucca Mountain site." This mandate was 
issued by DOE "despite complainant's den~onstrated record of managerial competence.. . ." During the 
investigation, company owner Navarso acknowledged that her motivation to terminate Mr. Mattimoe 
"was due, at least in part, to her fear that she might not receive future contracts with DOE unless she took 
this action." 

In finding Mattimoe's claim of retaliatory discharge to be supported by the evidence, the report concluded 
that "[tlhough RespondentIOwner [Navarro] claims to be unaware of specific safety issues raised by the 
Complainant, his activities were well known by DOEJOCRWM and its Director, Dr. Bassett, whose 
agency set in motion the chain of events ... that resulted in his termination." But since Bassett had 
declined to respond to questions during the investigation, the report concluded that the testimony of 
Navarro, "who stated that she feared that she would possibly suffer severe economic consequences if she 
did not remove Mr. Mattimoe, at the urging of Dr. Bassett," was uncontradicted. The report found the 
actions of OCRWMIDOE to be "extraordinarily egregious" in the termination it had "sanctioned." 

In the second example, DOE produced to Nevada's counsel, in response to a FOIA request, wholly 
unredacted ECP documents relating to a 1995 complaint by an employee at Yucca about apparent 
dangerous levels of toxic silica dust in the tunnels being drilled at Yucca and in his food. DOE'S January 
16, 1996 response, attached as Exhibit No. 4, dismissed the concern after a purported investigation, 
concluding that "there will be no corrective action required as a result of this concern." According to 
DOE, "Industrial hygiene professionals have been taking air samples since the TBM [tunnel boring 
machine] started operation .... These samples have shown no exposures to respirable dust which exceed 
the OSHA standards." In 2004, after newspaper revelations about excessive silica exposures in the Yucca 
tunnels, DOE ordered a "Review of Silica Exposures During Yucca Mountain Tunneling Operations." 
That review (front page and excerpt attached as Exhibit No. 5) found that silica dust exposures were in 
fact not in compliance with OSHA limits, and that this excess exposure information was "consistent with 
industrial hygiene reports of the time," delineated as the period June 1993 to December 1995. In short, 
DOE'S dismissal of the 1995 employee complaint based on alleged h l l  compliance with OSHA limits 
had been a blatant deception. 



6 1 Fed. Reg. 24336, May 14, 1996 ["Policy Statement"]. Such programs are entirely voluntary. 

Id. In fact, the Nuclear Regulatory Cotninission has expressly declined to impose any legally 

binding requirement to establish or maintain a SCWE in general or an employee concerns 

prograln in particular. See Staff Requirements Mesnorandusn of March 26, 2003 (on SECY-02- 

01 16). 

NRC Staff guidance on the desirable content of employee concerns programs can be 

found in the two guidance documents cited above. Among other things, NRC Staff suggests that 

"provisions to protect the identity of employees" are not prime factors in the success of a given 

program. Policy Statement, 61 Fed. Reg. at 24338. The Draft Guidance provides that anonymity 

can be assured only "to the extent appropriate," 69 Fed. Reg. at 61 056, and an NRC brochure 

disseminated to nuclear employees about reporting concerns to the NRC advises them that 

confidentiality cannot absolutely be assured and that disclosure may be required "to respond to a 

court order or NRC Licensing Board order." "Reporting Safety Concerns," NUREG/BR-0240, 

Rev. 1 at pg. 3. 

DOE has established an employee concerns program as part of the Yucca Mountain 

project. In general, it appears, at least on paper, to be consistent with the NRC Staff guidance 

discussed above. In particular, no guarantee of confidentiality or anonymity is made. DOE'S 

"Employee Concerns Program Guide" warns that "[c]oncerned individuals must be informed of 

limitations in providing confidentiality in evaluating and attempting to resolve certain types of 

concerns. Confidentiality cannot be protected if maintaining that confidentiality puts at risk the 

health and safety of workers or the public." DOE G 442.1-1 (0201 99) at 8. DOE further warns 

that "Confidentiality will not be extended to any person who in the course of his or her 

employment, or due to the nature of his or her position, is required to provide such inforrnation." 



Id. at 9. In the context of planning, designing, and constructing a nuclear waste repository, the 

latter requirement is one which appears to perhaps dramatically limit confidentiality, since in the 

very same guide DOE mandates that "DOE employees and any contractor or subcontractor 

fulfilling DOE'S mission have the right and responsibility to report concerns relating to the 

environinent, safety, health, or management of department operations." Id. at 1 (emphasis 

added.) DOE'S guide also recognizes and warns employees that "employee concerns records 

may be subject to disclosure under the Privacy Act or the Freedom of Information Act 

["FOIA"]." Indeed, counsel for Nevada have routinely obtained ECP files from both DOE and 

NRC under FOIA over the past decade, and more recently specifically concerning the Yucca 

project. 

C. Privacv Act and FOIA Considerations 

The Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. 5 552a, relates to nondisclosure by federal agencies of certain 

"records" maintained in a "system of records." 5 U.S.C. 5 552a(b). The term "record" means 

"any item, collection, or grouping of information about an individual that is maintained by an 

agency, including, but not limited to, his education, financial transactions, medical history, and 

criminal or employment history." 5 U.S.C. 5 552a(a)(4) (emphasis added). The focus of such 

records protected by the Act is obviously individual, personal, private information about an 

individual. While an employee concern record collection may disclose the identity of those 

reporting concerns, the records are not principally "information about an individual;" indeed, 

they generally are not about the individual at all, but typically relate to deficiencies in prograrns 

or inanage~nent that go to issues of the health and safety of the workplace or the integrity of the 

project. Moreover, even if employee concerns could be construed as "records," the Privacy Act 



makes clear that such "records" can be disclosed with the consent of the individual. 5 U.S.C. 

552a(b). 

Likewise for FOIA, there clearly is no exemption in that statute for "employee concerns" 

records. Exemption Six, which has been mentioned by DOE, is almost always inapplicable here, 

since it applies only to "personnel and medical files and similar files, the disclosure of which 

would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." 5. U.S.C. 4 552(b)(6). 

And even then, whether such a document may be withheld requires a careful balancing of the 

h a m  to the employee's privacy interest and the public's interest in disclosure. See, e.g., Air 

Force v. Rose, 425 U S .  352 (1 976)(protecting from disclosure personal information regarding 

Air Force Academy cadets dismissed in cheating scandal); Department of State v. Ray, 502 U.S. 

164 (1 99l)(protecting from disclosure names and other personal infonnation regarding Hatian 

refugees who reasonably believed they would be killed if released). Given the nature of the 

Yucca proceeding, it is difficult to imagine how an individual's privacy interest would more than 

rarely outweigh the public's interest in information that may bear directly on the health, safety, 

or environmental impacts of the nation's first high-level waste repository. 

On several occasions Nevada has requested documents from DOE under FOIA that 

included employee concerns files and DOE'S response has been to disclose the requested 

documents with employee privacy infomation redacted or to produce such documents entirely 

unredacted. See Exhibit No. 4. This reflects the pattern of practice under FOIA that Nevada's 

counsel has obsesved for ECP files in similar FOIA requests of both DOE and NRC over the past 

decade. This practice, which reflects applicable law, is that documentation of the safety concern 

at issue is disclosed but with any privacy infonnation, if it in fact qualifies, redacted. In the 

unlikely event the name of the employee must be disclosed to identify and address the safety 



concern at issue, a document-by-document balancing test must be applied under Air Force v. 

Rose and its progeny. 

D. DOE's Attempt to Create a New Blanket Privilege 

Notwithstanding its own past practice, DOE now appears, based on its statements at the 

May 4,2005 PAP0 hearing, to be attempting to assert some new kind of broad privilege for all 

of its employee concerns program docuinentary material, even docuinentary material with all 

privacy information identifying employees redacted. Nevada can find no legal basis whatsoever 

for the kind of broad new privilege claimed by  DOE.^ 

The Supreme Court has cautioned that tribunals should be sparing in recognizing new 

privileges. The circuinstances must be "distinctly exceptional" and justified by "public good 

transcending the normally predon~inant principle of utilizing all rational means for ascertaining 

truth." Jaflee v. Redmond, 518 U.S. 1 ,9  (1996). Here, the "means for ascertaining the truth" 

mist surely include docuinentary evidence of safety issues of sufficient importance to cause a 

knowledgeable employee to go outside of normal management channels to obtain a fair 

resolution. A possible chilling effect on employees' raising of safety concerns would be the only 

possible countervailing consideration. However, we have no adjudicative facts that could form 

the basis for a conclusion that disclosure of underlying safety concerns would have an adverse 

impact on DOE's employee concerns program at Yucca. The reverse may in fact be the case. 

We do know fi-om NRC Staffs assessment of employee concerns programs in general that 

assuring confidentiality is not a prime factor in the success of such programs. Policy Statement, 

61 Fed. Reg. at 24338. This suggests that employees in general are willing to report safety 

Indeed, Nevada finds it difficult if not impossible to respond hlly to DOE's suggested privilege without 
seeing DOE's purported legal basis. 



concerns regardless of whether they or their concei-ns will be disclosed, provided that their 

employers support the progran~ and a SCWE in general. 

There is no good reason for the Board to invent an entirely new privilege and possibly 

co~nprosnise the search for truth in this uniquely important nuclear safety proceeding because of 

unsupported (and likely disingenuous) concerns about a possible chilling effect on employees' 

reporting of safety concerns. The PAP0 should be especially reluctant to recognize a new 

"employees concei-n program" privilegc where the Coininission has expressly declined either to 

mandate such programs or to control their co~ltent.~ Presumably, if employee concerns programs 

were an essential part of an adequate safety program, the Coinmission would have required them, 

and if protecting the confidentiality of employees' reporting of safety concerns were an essential 

element of any required employee concerns progain, the Coininissioil would have added a new 

einployee concerns program privilege to its regulations. For similar reasons, Nevada urges the 

Board not to impose unnecessary and cumbersome protective order requirements on the 

disclosure of DOE'S ECP files. 

Charles J. Fitzpatrick 
Mastin G. Malsch 
Robert J. Cynkar 
EGAN, FITZPATRICK, MALSCH 
& CYNKAR, PLLC 

Arguably the creation of an entirely new privilege in this area to encourage safety reporting is a matter 
best left to the Congress since, in Section 21 1 of the Energy Reorganization Act, it has legislated in this 
area and thus far has not seen the need for the creation of any new enlployee concerns privilege. 
Moreover, in another related area, the Commission has balanced the possible benefits of confidentiality 
against the need for disclosure of internal safety disputes and concluded that the interests of disclosure 
prevail. See 10 C.F.R $ 2.1006 (c) (no deliberative process privilege for circulated drafts). 
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January 12,2005 

HLJNTON d WIIdAAMS I L P  
RIVERbXONT PLAZA, EAST TOWhl< 
951 EAST BYRD STREET 
RICHMOND, VI11Cilh7A 23210-4014 

TE1. 804 ,788 8200 
FAX 804*788*8218 

DONAID P. IKWlN 
DIKECT DIAL: 804-788-8357 
EMAIL: dirwin@hunton.coin 

FILE NO: 65007.000002 

Via Fax and First Class Mail 

Chsr!es I. Filipatrick, Esq. 
Egan, Fitzpatrick, Malsch & Cynkar, PLLC 
1777 N.E. Loop 410, Suite 600 
Sart Antonio, Texas 78217 

Fax: 210.820.2668 

Draft Yucca Mountain LA, TSPA Calculations and Associated Documents 

Dear Mr. Fitzpatrick: 

This responds to your Decernber 13, 2004 letter, which requests copies of the 
Department of Energy's draft License Application to the NRC for the Yucca Mountain 
repository, Total System Performance Analysis (TSPA) calculations, and other, unspecified 
documents "associated therewith.'' All of the materials you have requested are privileged, 
predecisional litigation work product draft documents. None of them constitute "informatioii 
regarding determinations or plans." The Department intends to make timely disclosure of 
these materials and other documentary information with respect to the License Application in 
conformity with the NRC's LSN regulations. 

Sincerely yours, 

42-fvL42z.c ++ 
Donald P. Irwin 
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EXHIBIT 
No. 3 



Dr. Swana Navarra 
President, Navarm Research and Engineering, Inc, 
653 A, Emory Valley h a d ,  
Oak Ridge, TN 37830 

Re: Navatro Research and Engirreering, Inc,lMaftimoeJ'l084~672 

Daar Dr, Navarm: 

Thls is t o  advise you 'that we have completed our Investigatiorl of The above-rsferenced 
rornplairrt; filed by Mr. Jalnas Manirrtoe against Nevarro Research and Engineering, fnc. , 

under the employee pratectlon provieions of the Energy ReorganimdBn Act ERA) of 
7 874, 42 U.S.C., Section 8851. 

Mr.' Mattimoe, the Complainant in this matter, cl~irned thet the Respondent, Nevsrro 
Research and Erlgineering, lnc,, terminated him in retallation for his protemed w f e ~  
activities, i.e.. the fuP penumbra ot the duties he compieZed as a Quality Assurance 
Program Manager, for your firm and for predecessor contrerc~ors. Tbos0 duties ihcluded 
preparation and submission to the United Stares Depanment a? Energy, DOE, of 
Corrective Action RepnKs, regarding issues related to safety and afficacy of praiects 
corir~leted by other. prime cantractors at the Yucca Mountain Project Site. 

The evidence suppons a prima facie complaint and ultimately 8 merit; finding. The 
Respondenr's purported reasons for terminetlng Mr, Mmimce are deemed pretextual, 
unsuppoaed by verifiable and thus credible evidenca w testimony to show otherwise, 
obviating the need m apply a duat-motive analysis te this case. 

Jurisdiction and timeliness of complaint: 

The Complainant was discharged from his employment on Augua 24, 2001, and filed 
his discrinlinetloh cornpiaiht on Februsry 20, 2002, 'thereby meeting theTstarutory 
requirement of Sectign 21 1 of the Energv Reorganizetir>n Ac.t of 1974 (ERA). to file 
wlthin 180 davs. 



Findings: 

The Complainant, bvho had been employed as a Ouali~y Assurance Program Manager at 
the Yucce Mountain site fw several veers wkh predece~sor contraotars to DOE, was 
hired as its mnstte ~~ogramlQuality Assurance Manager and given a signifimrn f930,Ooo) 
slgning bcnus by the Respondent c'ompany in May, 2001. His principal dvty was to 
manage a staff of quality contrcl eXperts who would aversee engineering activm'es, 
related to  design and safew of rhe Yucce Mountaln project componenrs managed by 
iead cuntracrors such as Bechtel. 

The Complainant had previous!y worked at this site for SAIC, a contractor that provided 
similar ~enrices ta DOEtOCFIWM. 

In his earlier capacity and up to  his hiring by Navarrb in rhe spring of 2001, the 
Compleinan~: mapaged quality assurance projects that resubd In the subrniseion of 
numeraus Corrective Action Rsp~rts (CARS) ra OCRWM, These noted significant 
deficienciw, teJaZed to the overall ints~rirylsafety of the Yucca Mountain Project at the 
time that the U.S. Congress wae to consider whether ar no2 To recommend thgr the sire 
be designated to manage ahd store nuclear waste pmducts des~ribed above. 

In November, 2 0 ~ 1 ,  severa! months after the Camplainant had been terminated, the 
U.6. Nuclear Regularory Camrnissian (NRC) remgnized rhe effectiveness of the 
performance of the Quallry Asswancs organinatlon that the Complainant, as evidenced 
in the November 2, 2001, Federal Register, Pen; II, (NRC oomments for Part 631: 

.The QA maff of DOE and their convactors have been successfut in Identifying tbe CIA 
program deficjencies in the various perticip8nzst programs and in 'many cases, 
highlighting repexhian of similar defikiencies. In the pest, inadequate Eorrectiva action 
was taken, and the DOE organizations responsible for correerlng the deficienciee were 
not held eccountable." 

It should be na~@d here that OSHA had previously conducred a whistle blower 
investigation at this site, which involved the Complainant, coverlng fhe time freme 
1 099-2000. In t̂her.t: case, Mrcte~/Mitchell/'l083435. the Compiainant and ahather 
management official determined that the Complainent in rher case, Mr. Mitchell, who 
alleged that he had been teminered for protec~ed ectivities. had In fact been terminared 
for srhibiring hostilo behavior towards a wpervisor, and therefore did not have a merit 
case. This rnatmr was eve~tualiy settled prior to an ALJ determirrp~ion. 



MAY, 

It is not within she scope of this I n ~ e ~ g a t i o n  to oxamlne nor Pocus5on the ksue.s 
regarding tha? particular seT of tlegaziens and counter~allegarions. Hawar ,  an 
analysis of the relevance of that maner is provided below. 

The ~aspondend~wner stazed That she was not aware of any managerial shortcomi~gs 
on the part of Mr. Manimoe at  the time he was hired. 

Nevertheless, despke Complainant's demonstrared rscard of managerial competence el: 
che Yucca Mountain site with predeoessor firms in which he cornplered managerial, 
qualiry assurance activities shnilar 'to the ones for whlch the respond en^ hired him in 
May, 2001, DCIEIOCRWM, directed by Dr. Cake Barretr, who did not avail hlmseff of the 
opaortunity to answer quesclons during this investigation, contracted wkh the law firm 
of hbrgen, Lewis and Bockius (Morgan, Lewis), also in May, ZOO?, to &form three 
tasks: 

/' I 

1, Survey the 'Safety Conscious Work Envlronrnent" {SCWE) aT the Project, with a 
~erticular focus on the Quality Assurance Pragram. 

2,  &seas the adequacy and effectiveness of the Quality A~ssurance (QA) organization 
in implementitlg irs duties mlated to a SCWE, 

3. Invemigaxe specific ooncems raised by OCRWM personnel relared to  an SCWE. 

When the Complainant became aware ~f thls audgit/ihveStigedon, bm unaware that he 
was a target of it and that his job was In jeopardy, he eubrnhxed a lid of his own 
cancerns to his DOE/OCRWMn 

Subsequent to its audiflnvestigan'on, Morgan, Lewls issued ir6 repsn, the conclmiorr 
uf which uln'matsly bad t o  the Compjainant's termination. 

Tha Respondent/Owner, Dr. Navarrd, on August 3, 2001, was informed by Pr,   eke 
BarrenlOGRWM Director, of the inrerim findings of the report, that *ere were 
management problems with Mr, Msttimoe and that he should be removed from his 
duties as rhe Project Menager f-orthe Respondent/Company er The Yucaa Mountaln Site. 
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The Respondent interpreted chis intimation from Dr. Barrett that Mr. Mae~rnue sb&.- 
be terminated, but thzr she would defer that decisb until she saw the final and 
c ~ r n ~ l &  repon. Nevertheless, she aailed Mr. Mattin~S'on August 6. 2001, and 
informed him that he was suspended, w&h pay, from all activities at the worksite. Mr. 
Martimoe prptested this decision, but had no recourse but ta oomply. 

On Augccsz 21, 2001, rhe Respondent celled the DOEJOCRWM general counsel. Yucca 
MounQin site, Ms. Susan Rtves, and told  he^ t h a t  MI, Fnattimoe would be termineted 
when the logistics of that action were completedr 

In a memo provjded t o  this Offioe by enothw witness. Dr. Rives wrote that Pn Nevavo 
claimed that she was given a contraor withom being told of exim'ng problems: zhar the 
prior contracz did nort.ting t o  address the skuation she now had to  address; that she will 
be sued for doing .the: rl&t thin0 and will incur legal expenses. likely for year. Dr. 
Navana testified that Me; Rives did not oornrnent on this matter. 

When questioned about this rcalephone call and memo ro Dr. Barrert, Mc Rives recalled 
the telephone conversation but not the particulars of a memarandurn she may have 
written ro him. She recourned that she, was mt present for all oonversatlons between 
Dr. Barren and Dr. Navarm: that she did have discussions with Dt, Banett abaut Mr. 
Mattirnoe and they discussed the r a ~ e . 0 . f  disciplinary acrians chat coltld be taken by rhe 
Rsspandent and DOE, in light d the Morgan, Lewis report. 

She stated xhsz all DOE fanuacts of thib wpa. ellaw far DOE direct sontracton to 
, 

remove key pensoonel f r ~ m  designated positions I f  their activities interfere with the 
completion of contractual terms. She does not believe rhat rhe Respondent was 
pressured into temlnating Nt. Mal$moe, She was not aware of the coineldental riming 
of the cvnrracltt with Nsvarto Rswarch (May j4, 2901) and DOE'$ mnvact with 
Morgan, Lewis (May 17, 2001), She believed thts may have been due to rfie length of 
time necessary to enter inro both wnttacrs. 

When she received the final repart on AUQUS~ 22, 2001, and upon her belief it kid am 
significant managerial shortcomin~as and abusive actions on Mr. Mattimoe's part, Dr. 
Nevarro, RespondenrlOwner, caned him on August 24, 2001, and' tarminated his 
employrnetnt conuacr. When specifically questioned, Dr, Navmo acbawldged that 
her morivation ta do so was due, at least in part, to her fear that she might not receive 
fmure extensions or conrracta With DOE unless she ;took this action. 

She did not complete eh indepandent on-she invesrigsrion of her DW, nor did she czr 
DOEIOCRWM provids MY, ~anirnae with the final copy of the Morgan, Lewis report, or 
an opponunity to rebut rhe charges ar appeal his tmination- 
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Complainant has'sarisfied ths four beslc elernems to make a p/lmrhcie case. i.e., 

'1) Ptore~red AcWry: In his predeceesor firms, in -the position of Charity Assurance 
Program Manager, the Conplalnanr supervised various staffs of q u s r i  control expert6 
ar ttre Yucca Mounmin Site, whase principal activity was so monitor critical operations, 
ta include safety issues, and report items af concern tofthrough the appropriate DOE 
agency, O C R W ,  and e~entually the Nuclsar Rsguiatofy Comrnl~sion. Case law and 
ERA statutory language direct that all activitiss related to Qualhy Assurance/Conual are 
considered proreoted ectivitu. 

21 Employer Knowledge: Though Rwpondent/bwner claims to be unaware of specific 
satan/ issues raised by the Complainant, his activiries were well kncrvvn by DOEIOCRWM, 
and Its Director, Dr, Barrett, whose agency se't in motion the: train of events, i.e., hired 
the audiilegal firm, Morgen ~ e u h s ,  that resulted in his tefmindon. This report, known 
to Respondent, chronicled not only the purported malfeasance of the CompIainant but 
also described his safety acruvities. 

3) Adverse Amion: The oontrolllng adverse action, in this marter, was the ternittation. 
of Complainant's employment contract w&h ~espondendComp4ny on August 24,2007. 

U Nexus: The nexus baween the above three ekrbents is drning, i.e.. the Complalnanr 
wes first suspended one day after the Dlrectur of OCRWM made the RespondenrlDwner. 
Ms. Nsvano, aware of at least pan of ths Morgan Lewis Report, rhen rerminared rwo 
days after she received fun access to the report. 

As a prima facie csfie has been made, the issues to be resolved in rhis matter are; 

1) Has rhe company, by a preponderance of credible evidence, artkulated non- 
discrirnina~ory reasons for raking the adverse action; If no, merit Ease. 

2) If credible evldenw of "on-discriminatory reasons have b ~ e n  submitted, has rhe 
~om~lainant provided, by a preponderance of evidence, testimony end submisstons  the^ 
those reasons are merely pretextual, to disguise an underking discriminatory actian, 
In violation of the controlling ERA statme; I f  yes, 

3) Hes the Respondent pravided by cleer end convincing testimony and doeurnemation 
, that it would have taken irs actions even in the absence of the Cornpfalnant's, Mr. 

Manimoe's, protected aotlvjtieb. 

~hdlrgh rhe Rt~pondsrrt has submined a voluminouis report, rhe Morgan, Lewis audit, 
it is Beremitted that rhere is insufficient vdrifiable end credible evidence in it ra conolude 
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t h ~ t  it is not more than a saphbtitared recitation of anonymous charuwu uv;ign. 
pfovide pretextua\ rmsons TO support en already-decided upon course of action $0 , -. 
termlnate Mr. Mattimaar. - 

The f,ollcrwing suppons thls determlnatian: 

ir is lnsrructive to  nete that the fiffit task for the Morgan, Lewis a u d b r s  was to survey 
the S C W  (safe conditions, working envlronmend lar the Project, with a paiu'cular focus 
on the Quality Aesurance Program. To this end, t h e  authors of the report concluded the 
following: 

11 At page 33 of the Morgen Lewis Report, Section Vl, OveraU Evaluation of SCWE, 

"As discussed more fully above, in many respeots, the survey respohses iridicate that 
tho wmkmwironment at rhe Project compares favorably wfth the expected anvironment 
at an NRC-ncensed facility. For example, en overwhelming mejoity 9-f employees 
indicate thatthey are encouraged by management Q raise safeqt abd camplian~e Issues. 
Almod as many lhdicate that they are also encoursged t o  document th8b concerns, 
These rasporrstm are consistent with a healthy SCWE." 

AIL page 34, Morgan, b w i $  Report Ser;tion V1: 

I t  is important. to  nore. .however','  her QA perronnel belieye that they can rake safety 
concerns with QA management, including the Director, wMout fear of retdbutibn. In 
rhis regard, we found ria evidance that there has been a deliharate attempt with the QA 

' 

organization ta not report all deficiencies throughout ha QA program or to orherwise 
undermine the integrfry of that program. 

2) Despite a lengthy interne1 invesrigation by DOWOCRWM. that preceded tho Morwn 
Lrswis audit, Mr. Mattimoe was never eanctiond for m y  actions that would have 
precluded his hiring by Ret;pondent/CompanyIN8varro. 

3) A careful reading of the Morgan, Lewis report and sttachment related directty .t;o the 
Complainant. Mr, Mattimoe, mveels that the ellegat!ons of Complalnan't's misomduct, 
which formed the basis for Dr. Benett's "su.$~estion" t o  Dr. Navat-ro ta terminate Mr, 
Mattimoe, are all mede in an anonymous manner, faany vitiating their probarive value. 

4) When several of these anonymous sources, and the lead attorney representing 
cornplainanrs end wltnssses in the heretofore noted aase, Nactecmitohell, became 
awara of OSHA's investigation into rhis matter, they wrote to comploin that they were 
nor: interviewed in this matter, thar is, given the opportunity to describe fully the 
anonymous charges contained In the Mergan, Lewis report, 
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Their oredlbiliev ra provide probarive, credible testimony is severely dimrlrar ~ V U  by -:.- 
fact rhet they had not previously ~aired these issues, such as alleged relalietory action~ 
taken by Mr. Manimoe egeinst them in whistlebbwar complain~s to  OSHA in the bimr 

5. Dr. Leke Barreit, no* retired from his position as Difetrar of OCRWM/DOE failed 
to  avail himself af the opportunity TO resp~nd to quesrlans in this niatter untu after the 
Final Invesdgative flepm and Secretary's Findings had been submitted to the Regional 
Administwror. er which point it was determined that his responses would not have 
sufficiem probathre velue to affect the Findings in this matter, 

6. Left untontrevtmed, therefore, is the restirnony of Dr. Naverra, who mted that 6he 
feered that she would possibly suffer severe economlc consequfnces ff she dld nor 
remove My Manimoe, ax The urging of Dr: LBk, t r ~ m  his position as Quality Assumnoe 
Ntanagbr of the RespandenttCompany, 

7. Equally uncontravened, and thus most persuasive, are the derailed submissions of 
not only the Complainant, and but also those of his principal witnessers. 

The well-documented testimony and drgsnized slrbmissions of the Cmpla'lnanr and 
m'tnesses mo$T fully support rhe Complainant's contention *at he wsa impemissibly 
germinated as a consequence of his ptotected activities, 

r 

8. Finally, it is nixed rhax the beiartmont d Labor tlnd. ';tie actions of the 
OCRWMIDeparrment of EnQy extraordinarily egregious in the removal/t@rminetion it 
sanctioned, In l igk of the fact the Complainem. Mr, Ivlarrimoe, wsS8 ptincipal witness, 
for the Depsrtmenc of Labar, in the prim matter described above, M;~ctecNitahdl. , 

Respondent has not provided verifiable and thus credible wszimony thar a 
preponderanoe of evidence exists tb IusO'fy dkchalglng t h e  Complalnant. me 
preponderance of evidenae submined by the Complainant indleates rhat the 
Complainent was terminated for engaging in prmcc~id activities, Based upors the 
aferementioned investigathre findings. rhe evldence sustains the finding of 0 violation 
crf the employes protection provisions of the Energy Reorganization Act, 



2. Pay Mr. Mattimoa fw all lost wages from Augusr 24,2001, until Navarto Reseed 
and Engineering, Inc. makes Mr. Manipae a bona fide offer of reinstatement. The 
exac-t sum t~ be paid wlll be calculeted by subtracting his actual, post4errninath 
income from what his saiaw and bonuses wo3d have been had he not been terminated. 

3. P s y n e n ~  of Cornplainsnt's attorney's fees in the arnounx of-and future fw5 

which h a y  billed to  rhe Camplalnanr rhar are direcrly relaBd to  his MBZSL?T. 

4. Payment of medical and dente! premiums. peid by the Complainant fiin~e August!, 
2001. of 'IIIIIIII1I, 

5 .  Payment for Complainanr'r purchase of computer, necessary to n~nrinue his 
profession as an independent contractor, in the amaunt of - 
6. Upon re-empiaymenp'and such time as Complainem provides recefpts tp docvImeM 
actual, econamic loss as e direa consequence of his termination, paymenr for rent, 
travel and rnis~eltaneo~rs business expenses he h85 in~urred since August 2001. 

7, Expun~e from Complainant's employmem records of any referen& to the exercise 
of his rights under Seaion 21 I of the Energy Reorganlzetion Act of 1974. ' 

8. Remove any letter of termination from his employment record@. 

9. If eppraprlate at some f&re date, agres TO p r d d e  e neutral ernpfo'lyment refemce 
t o  include dates of employment, job 'title, and final salary ro all potentiel employers, 

I 

10, Engage in no flrttlrs retaliation of disorimination.against Complelnant in any manner 
for insrituting clr causing ro be insritufed any proceeding under or related TO the ERA, 
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record, To exercise rhls right, you must, within fiw 15) business days of receipt of this 
''letter, file your requect for a hearing by faasimih Tfax), hand delive~. or overeightlnen 
day delivery mail or telegram to: 

MS. Beverly Queen, Chbf Docket Clerk 
Ofice of Administrative Law Judges 
US. DepertrnsM: of Labor 
800 K Street, NW, Sulte 400 
Washington, DC 2000 1-8602 

Fex W: (102)693-7365 

Unless a request for apmal is received by the Administra~ive Law Judge waRbin ihe flu* 
day period, this rratice of deterrninatlon will become the Flnal Order d the SecreWY of 
Labor. the Camplainant, Mr. Mattirnoe is similarl~ being advised of the determinetion 
in this cass the hSs right 'to e hooring, A wpy of fhis lerter has also been sent to the 
Chief Administratiye leiw Judge. 

If you decide m requart a hearing, R will be nscwwy for you to send copies, of the 
' raqussx to Mr. Manfmoe and ro this Office a t  the address nored In rhtr above letrerhead. 

If you have any questions, piease drr not hesitate to call me at (415J975405, 
/ 1 

It should b0 made d e a r  to all panles that the U.S. Deparrmmt of Lebw does not . 
represent any of the parties in a ,hearing. The hearing is an adversariaf pmosadihg in 
which the parties will be ~llawed an opportunity to present their evidenoe for the reca~d. 
The Admirrlstrative Law Judge w h ~  ~orrduors the heering will issue a recammended 
deuisian t o  rhe Secre~ary based on the evidence. testimony and argumenrs presented 
by the parties ar the hearing. Tha Final Order of rhe secretary will then be issued after 
cohsideration of the Administrative Law Judge's recommended decision and the record  
developed a rhe hearing and wTll either provide for appropriate d l e f  or diemiss the 
oampiaint. 



cc: Cornpfainanr 
Chief, Adminisuati\te Law Judge 
Ms. Sinpesta Singal, ettoWY. for 
Masrs., Burgin and Robinson, 
Mansgar, US. Department of 
OWce of Employee Cancems, 
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Nancy Voltura, Quality Concerns Program Manager, YMSCO, NV 
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t .  

A concern relating to non-sanitary conditidns in the tunnel has 
been received and investigated. The working conditions in the 
tunnel meet acceptable regulatory and construction industry 
practices. 

Background 

An employee expressed a concern that the "lunchroom" had been 
removed from the TBM and that the employees were not provided 
with an equivalent eating area. The "lunchroom" was actually a 
"doghouse" that had been provided for the tunnel superintendents 
and A&E engineers to lay out plans and blueprints in a well lit 
area. The wdoghousew as constructed did not have sufficient 
clearance above the upper conveyor belt to allow for the cut rock 
to pass freely under the house. As a result, the decision was 
made to remove the doghouse and redesign that particular area of 
the TBM. 

-- - --- 

The specific concern expressed by the employee was that there was 
"20% sand or dirt that gets in the food inside the tunnel" has 
been investigated. Industrial Hygiene ProPe.lsianals have been 
takina air sam~les since t%-e IW - s L ~ [ ~ k e d  bpe~ation. Ther'e-have 
been no samples that showed 20% sarla nas in ttie air. These 
samples have shown~o exposures to respiraue dusts which exceed -. -- -- -- 
the sTanaaTd;j:' 

Atter consulting with the OSHA Construction Standards Division, 
it has been accurately determined that there is no OSHA 
requirement for a separate eating facility on the typical 
construction site which includes the underground. We also polled 
the following underground construction projects in the United 
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States and found that none of these prpjects provided for a 
separate eating facility. 

Chicago Metro Water Reclamation~Dis?xict, two tunneLs 
operated in Des Plaines and Morton Grove, Illinois 

I 

Washington D.C. Metro Subway System 
> .' 

iY .  ,* ( < i , * 
t ,,, ~i'&@$hower T~&@e.l;-~ $olbx3do , ,  t .>- 

4 
, 

New York City Water Tunnels 

Glennwood Springs, Colorado Highway Tunnel 

.Olmstead Water Tunnel, Utah 

Superconducting Supercollider, five separate tunnels and 
.tunneling contractors 

The Boston Harbor Tunnel, 5 miles, no lunch room, all 
workers carry their lunches. 

A potable water container which provides warm and cold water for 
washing hands is provided for on the TBM. . 
'~usiness agents for the crafts have visited the worksite and 
looked at the situation. They agree that the work activities are 
acceptable and K/PB follows customary construction site 
practices. 

On September 14, 1995, a State of Nevada, Department of Health 
engineer and attorney visited the site on a routine visit and to 
specifically look at the TBM. The hand wash equipment on the TBM 
was inspected by the state engineer and attorney and found to 
meet acceptable state requirements. We had discussions with them 
about the eating area and they clearlybstated that they had no 
jurisdictional authority concerning that specific issue. 
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Conclusion 

After an extensive investigation and code research through OSHA ----- 

and DOE, the pertinent regulatory agencies, it has been 
determined that the manner in whah K/PB is providing sanitary 
conditions for their employees working underground is acceptable. 
There will be no corrective action required as a result of this 
concern, 

If there are any 
, 794-71.22. 

AMESH : Rlf3B 
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DATE: 

REPLY T 0 
ATTN OF: 

SUBJECT: 

TO: 

January 1 2 ,  2004 

REVIEW OF SILICA EXPOSURES DURING YUCCA MOUNTAIN TUNNELING 
OPERATIONS 

Theodore J. Garrish, Deputy Director for Strategy and Program Development (RW-2E) 

h response to a request during a meeting with Ronald Milner, RW-2E; Gene Runkle, 
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (RW-I); and Rick Jones, Office of 
Health (EH-5), on October 9,2003, the Office of Occupational Health (EH-53) has 
reviewed the documentation you p r o s e d  to us to determine the degree of occupational 
health risk; associated with tunneling operations sponsored by the Department of Energy 
(DOE) Yucca Mountain Project Office from the period 1993 through 1998. The 
documentation identifies and discusses potential health risks due to three air 
contaminants present in the operations: (1) silica, which has the potential to produce a 
chronic, progressive lung disease called silicosis and, in some instances, lung cancer; 
(2) erionite, a zeolite-family substance,'which has been associated with rnesothelioma; 
and (3) diesel exhaust, which may also be associated with lung cancer. ' 

\ 

The documentation contains several reports that characterize the exposure to silica as 
being out of compliance with, then current, DOE health standards. This triggered 
followup actions to improve working conditions through the use of ventilation, dust 
suppression techniques, and the use of personal respiratory protection equipment. The 
correspondence contains reports of varying degrees of success in the implementation of 
these health protection measures. Corrective actions continued to evolve and conditions 
improved, but full performance objectives were never fully realized over the period in 
question. 

In order to get a better perspective of the situation, the available exposure data were 
reanalyzed. With y o u  office's assistance, over 800 respirable silica exposure-monitoring 
results were extracted from industrial hygiene reports and entered into Microsof? Excel 
spreadsheets to facilitate analysis. Our analysis supports the RW position that allowable 
concentrations for respirable silica exposure were exceeded for some operations and for 
certain job categories during the 1993-1997 time period. See the enclosed "Review of  
Yucca Mountain Tunneling Health Protection Correspondence and Reports" for more 
related information. The effectiveness of the personal respiratory protection equipment 
used at the time is uncertain since documentation indicates that deficiencies existed on 
occasions in the selection, fitting, wearing, and/or maintenance of that equipment. 

There was limited information on the evaluation of risks due to exposure to erionite and 
other fibrous zeolite minerals. One report contained twelve personal exposure- 
monitoring results apparently associated with core drilling operations in August and 
September 1997. Only one of these revealed the presence of erionite; and two detected 



ratio is labeled "silica." Estimates are provided for personal monitoring results, which we 
assumed to be lognormal data. support for this assumption comes from comparison 
showing a high degree of correlation between the log transformed exposure data and the 
standard normal distribution. Correlation coefficients ( R ~ )  were above 0.95. Statistics 
are calculated fiom maxirnum likelihood estimates of the geometric mean and standard 
deviation. A method for censored data was used since 3 percent to 71 percent of 
monitoring results were nondete~ted.~ 

Jan - Jun Dec 96 - 
Jun 93 -Dee  1996 Mar 97 Diesel 

95 Silica Silica Silica Particulate Units 
Number of Samples 48 125 18 39 

Minimum c0.15 <O. 1 5 cO.15 cO.05 8-Hr TWA/TLV 
Median C0.15 0.99 0.65 0.43 8-Hr TWA/TLV 

Percent Non-Detects 71 % 23 % 33% 3 % 
Maximum 7.1 91.0 5.9 4.8 8-Hr TWAA'LV 

percent greater than 1997 TLV 7% 45% 28% 19% 
Percent greater than 2003 TLV 11% 51% 32% NA 

95/95GUTL 3.5 27.3 25.0 3.6 8-Hr TWAITLV 

Table 1 

Our review indicates that 7 percent to 45 percent of exposure levels were out of 
compliance with exposure limits for crystalline silica and diesel particulates. This is 
consistent with industrial hygiene reports of the time. Rates of noncompliance with 
current exposure limits are only slightly higher. The half face-piece respirators used for 
much of the tunneling operation have an assigned protection factor of 10. The 95/95 
GUTL levels above 10 indicate that it is likely that these devices may not have provided 
the level of protection desired during a substantial portion of the tunneling activities. 

Fibrous Zeolites 

The documentation contained 40 monitoring results for the fibrous zeolites, erionite, and 
mordenite. These samples were collected during July and August 1997 during core 
drilling operations. There were 12 personal samples of which 2 detected 0.0145 Ucc'of 
mordenite and 1 sample detected 0.0066 f7cc of erionite. There were 28 area samples of 
which 1 sample detected 0.0044 Ucc of erionite. The AIHA states that 10 or more 
consecutive samples less than one-tenth the exposure limit is convincing evidence of 
compliance (footnote 5.) Exposures to the fibrous zeolites d ixbg this operation were in 
compliance with the OSHA PEL for asbestos. However, the monitoring shows that the 
potential for exposure to these minerals existed; there is uncertainty as to a safe level of 
exposure. 

6 Finkelstein MM, Verma DK. "Exposure Estimation Ln The Presence Of Nondetectable Vaiues: Another 
Look." ADtFkT. 2001 Mar-Apr;62(2):195-8. 


